On July 13, 2021, Akur8, the next generation automated insurance pricing solution, and
Munich RE Consulting, pioneering advisor for the transformation of the insurance sector,
hosted a webinar to shed some light on the FCA’s (Financial Conduct Authority) price
walking ban. Interesting insights were shared regarding the potential market impact of the
new regulation, and the expected changes that insurers will have to implement on their
pricing processes to be compliant.

What is the new FCA rule?
FCA is the conduct regulator for 51,000 financial services firms and financial markets in the
UK. It is responsible for regulating the broad financial sector, enhancing the integrity of the
UK financial system, and promoting effective and fair competition in the interest of
consumers, including shielding them from unfair discrimination.
The FCA’s new price walking ban rule was designed to do just that. Indeed, according to the
FCA, 6 million insurance policyholders in the UK are currently paying what is referred to as a
“loyalty penalty”, whereby insurers charge higher premiums to their existing customers, than
the rates offered to new customers being acquired. From January 1, 2022, this market
practice will have to come to an end. Insurance companies will no longer be able to charge
higher premiums to existing customers compared to new customers. The FCA stepping in to
implement such new insurance pricing regulation in one of Europe’s more deregulated
insurance markets is a pretty significant move that is insightful for the UK insurance market
and beyond.

What is the expected impact of the FCA price walking ban on the UK
insurance market?
Today, the price gap between existing policyholders renewing their contract and new
customers signing in for the first time with the same carrier, for the same policy and an
equivalent risk profile, can be significant. On average, new motor insurance customers pay
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£285, while customers who have been loyal with their provider for more than 5 years pay
£370, a 30% ‘loyalty tax’ for the loyal customer. In household insurance, the average ‘loyalty
tax’ reaches 83%, with new household insurance customers paying an average £130 for
buildings insurance, whilst loyal customers of 5+ years pay an average £238.
While these numbers are strikingly high, they hide strong differences between insurers, in
particular depending on the extent to which they address the most competitive lines of
business and rely on price comparison websites.
In this context, the FCA price walking ban is expected to impact the UK insurance market in a
number of dimensions, including:
●

Further downward pressure on profitability margins. The UK is one of the most
competitive insurance markets in Europe, with direct players and price comparison
websites fueling competition and putting downward pressure on loss ratios. In the
short term, this regulatory change is further tapping into insurers’ profit margins,
adding tension to already disputed market dynamics by removing the profitability
lever that was embedded in the price differential between existing and new
customers. Another, more indirect effect of the price walking ban on insurers’
profitability margins is expected to come from the derived increased complexity limitations? - in their ability to engage in advanced price optimisation practices, a
pricing sophistication lever that UK insurers have tapped into for the past decade.

●

Improved retention. Once the price walking ban is enforced, the urge for consumers
to shop around and browse price comparison websites looking for discounts as their
insurance policy renewal date approaches will likely decrease. The UK insurance
market is among the highest in the world in terms of churn: according to Deloitte1,
38% of UK customers have switched insurance providers in the past 12 months, while
the global average is 18%. In other words, a UK policyholder switches insurance
providers on average every 2 years and 8 months, while the global average is around
5 years and 6 months. If the permanent hunt for lower priced policies slows down
once the price walking ban is enforced, it could benefit incumbents and
well-established insurers, off-setting - at least partly - downward pressure on margins
by curbing ongoing new customer acquisition costs fuelled by currently high-churn
market conditions.

Yet as mentioned above, not all insurers are likely to be equally exposed to the
consequences of the price walking ban. The new FCA rule could impact insurers differently,
depending on their typology, position in the market, the extent to which they address the
most competitive lines of business and how much they rely on price comparison websites.
The chart below illustrates how 4 main families of primary insurance players in the UK are
likely to be affected by the FCA price walking ban along 4 dimensions: the relevance of price
optimisation, the importance that legacy books will play in the coming 6-18 months, the
focus they are likely to dedicate to retention and the role that new products, covers and
monetary benefits will play going forward.
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Source: Munich Re Consulting,
“FCA price walking ban, impact and outlook for P&C insurers’ pricing strategies” webinar with Akur8.

While incumbents and aggregator-focused insurers share commonalities in their pricing
sophistication level and price comparison website strategies, their use of price optimization
and built-in importance of legacy books differs.
●

Incumbents. By construction, incumbents are multi-liners and have the largest legacy
books. They will defend their market positions, by maintaining efforts to gain market
share while focusing on retaining existing customers. They are advanced in their
pricing sophistication journey and customarily use price optimization. Most of them
leverage price comparison websites as a major distribution channel, despite some
exceptions (for example, Direct Line as a brand is not referenced by price comparison
websites); whether they would revisit this strategy remains to be seen.

●

Aggregator-focused insurers. Compared to incumbents, aggregator-focused
insurers tend to differentiate mostly on price, thus embracing cutting edge pricing
approaches to ensure profitability despite aggressive prices. They rely extensively on
price-optimisation, and will have to change their pricing strategy to adapt to a more
stable market.

Non-insurance brands and specialty underwriters are by nature very different from
incumbents or aggregator-focused insurers, addressing risks, product lines or customers
that fall outside the underwriting criteria of most mass market insurers. They are expected to
focus on protecting their legacy book and increasing their risk price sophistication. With little
reliance on dual pricing, they are likely to be much less affected than incumbents and
aggregator-focused insurers.
●

Non-insurance brands. Their ability to access customers via distribution channels
unoccupied by traditional insurers and to leverage innovative benefits and incentives
on top of traditional insurance products is a strong competitive advantage.
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●

Speciality Underwriters. With increasingly less focus on price comparison websites,
heavy built-in intermediation and regular renegotiation of their premiums, the price
walking ban is not expected to have any major impact on them.

Despite the expected differences in impact and response to the FCA rule across insurers,
Akur8 and Munich Re’s conviction is that focused technical pricing sophistication - approach
and toolbox, leveraging advanced analytics, applied with robust methodology - will play a
decisive role in tipping the scales between the winners and losers in the post price walking
ban environment. It is time for insurers to rethink their pricing process and prepare to react
with accuracy and speed.

How can insurers navigate this change and implement a fast, smooth
and effective pricing process adjustment?
With insurers being no longer able to charge renewing customers more than the equivalent
new business rate, pricing updates are expected to be exactly reapplied to all renewing
policies.
The chart below represents the expected directional impact of a price increase or decrease
for renewing customers (in-force business) or new subscribers (new business).

In-force Business

New Business

Price Increase

Profitability: +
Retention: --

Profitability: +
Conversion: -

Price Decrease

Profitability: -Retention: /

Profitability: Conversion: +

Source : Akur8.

While it is expected that price increases will strongly deteriorate retention, price decreases
will undermine profitability and generate only minor retention uplift. Given that pricing
stability generally favours business renewals, and that insurers’ profit margins are mainly
generated by in-force business, well established insurers should be all the more careful with
price changes and ensure that any change is strongly motivated.
As they are walking this tight rope, how can insurers enforce the necessary changes, while
limiting backlash and defending their market positions?
Price elasticity is front and center of this conundrum. Therefore the first step in managing
the change is to analyse the price from an elasticity approach, looking in parallel at two
effects of pricing updates: retention and conversion. This approach estimates the best trade
off between retaining existing clients and converting new clients based on cost and
elasticity models.
An elasticity approach to managing price is however extremely sensitive to a number of
factors that cannot always be measured and monitored with perfect accuracy, intrinsically
limiting its potential value. For instance, cross-selling dynamics are often key in improving
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retention (and profitability) but quickly increase the complexity of a lifetime value
computation, making it practically intractable. Another weakness of such an analysis,
combining profitability, conversion and retention models into clients’ lifetime value, is that it
provides a powerful yet indirect estimate of the impact of pricing updates. Its validity should
be considered with caution, as it depends on a large number of models; relying solely on
them may lead to highly counterproductive pricing decisions. It should therefore be
combined with a more direct and intuitive approach to pricing update analysis.
The most accurate way around this limit available to insurers is to directly review the impact
of a planned rate change on their portfolio: when in the process of updating their rates,
insurers can analyse the impact of the projected change between old and new prices. This
approach, also known as dislocation analysis, stands out as a must-have in order to directly
and accurately understand the impact of price instability on renewing customers. Mitigation
measures can be taken based on direct price understanding, without over-reliance on a large
number of models.
A first step into the dislocation analysis is illustrated in the graph below. It shows the
smoothed loss ratio of customers targeted by a price change from the price plotted on the
X-axis (current price) to the price plotted on the Y-axis (new projected price). Here, some
policyholders currently priced at 250€ (x-axis) will be priced at 500€ (y-axis) in the analysed
strategy ; this price change is motivated by the very high loss ratio predicted for these clients
(as they appear in red).

Source: Automated output of Akur8’s Dislocation Analysis.

The Dislocation Analysis illustrated here provides a holistic vision of the impact of price
changes on policyholders.
Customers below the diagonal receive a price decrease while those above suffer a price
increase (those far apart from the diagonal receive a very strong price change while those on
the diagonal are renewed with a price similar to their current one).
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These price changes can be motivated by profitability considerations: low profitability
policyholders (displaying high loss ratios, in red), would be expected to receive significant
price increase – and appear above the diagonal – while high profitability ones could receive
a price decrease.
This graph allows the pricing expert to directly spot the segments most impacted by price
changes, and, in particular, detect whether these price changes are motivated by profitability
improvements.
This global review of price changes should be deepened by further analysis on the segments
impacted by price changes:
●

The insurer can spot anomalies in the price changes, like for instance price
decreases on unprofitable clients, as illustrated in the chart below

Source: Automated output of Akur8’s Dislocation Analysis.

●

The insurer can further identify which segments are describing these clients and
should be re-priced before deploying the proposed strategy

●

Finally, it allows insurers to understand if their price change increases prices only to
unprofitable consumers by reviewing the loss ratio of those who receive major price
increases, as illustrated in the chart above.

Overall, leveraging Dislocation Analysis allows insurers to directly visualize the expected
loss ratio impact of their projected price changes and to get a refined understanding of the
way each individual customer would be affected. They can then proceed to build a more
accurate picture of what the “right” pricing approach for their customers would be under the
new FCA landscape.
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What’s next?
The new FCA rule is a call to action for insurers to adjust their pricing processes and
strategies, to minimize the potential toll on their profitability and protect their market shares.
More than ever, actionable data-powered insights is the foundation to make the right pricing
decisions. In this context, boosting pricing teams’ capabilities with advanced automated
tools generating game-changing insights is a no-brainer: Dislocation Analysis is the way to
go for insurers ready to take on the FCA-induced changes and ahead of the pack, while
fearlessly committing to bringing more pricing fairness and transparency to consumers.

For more information, visit www.akur8.com or contact us at contact@akur8.com
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